The Effects of Anthropogenic Land Use Changes on Climate in China Driven by Global Socioeconomic and Emission Scenarios
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Abstract The land surface, which interacts with lower atmosphere, is subject to substantial amounts of human activities. It results in regional climate fluctuations and must be assessed with a combination of future socioeconomic and emission policies to improve regional resilience and responsive efficiency on global mitigation and adaptation. Spatial heterogeneity in regional climate induced by land use changes of future global socioeconomic and emission scenarios is explored. Comparisons are carried out among both historical and future land use-induced regional meteorological changes to investigate various climatic roles of land use conversions in China. The underlying changes in the surface albedo, leaf area index, energy exchange, and water balances are also examined. It is found that the increase of the summer temperature and the diurnal temperature range are the largest under the fifth Shared Socioeconomic Pathway characterized by more intensive urbanization. While temperature increase from urbanization and deforestation can be offset by cooling from vegetation evaporation increase under the extreme Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5, which has no climate mitigation policies and high greenhouse gas concentration. In addition, RCP4.5 scenario would cause an average temperature increase of 1.41°C by 2050 at an annual rate of 0.028°C in China. The global climatic forcing warms the entire region and enhances precipitation intensity, and these effects are more substantial than those by regional land use changes, showing a strong background influence. Our research reveals the future climatic responses to regional anthropogenic land use changes under various scenarios and policies and provides ways to downscale global mitigation impacts into regional insights.

1. Introduction

A regional analysis reported that anthropogenic land use has increased by approximately 48.5%, transforming natural biomes due to diverse anthropogenic activities since 1750 (Lawrence & Chase, 2010). Because of global demands for energy, water, and food, land use and land cover, for example, croplands, urban, and pasture areas have expanded at the cost of biodiversity losses and natural vegetation degradation (Foley, 2005). Although the land surface-induced global climate changes are not significantly captured, anthropogenic land surface processes such as urbanization, the conversion of midlatitude natural forests to cropland and pastures, wood harvesting, and shifting cultivation in the tropics have been validated as exerting remarkable effects on regional climate extremes through surface energy partitioning and water balance (Pielke et al., 2007; Mahmood et al., 2010; Findell et al., 2017). Furthermore, socioeconomic changes such as population growth, rapid economic development, and industrialization modes are accelerating the urbanization process and gradually becoming critical factors that trigger environmental changes, especially for land use resources.

Land use change has contributed to 15% of total carbon emissions from 1990 to 2010 in China, and anthropogenic land use conversions have altered physical characteristics of the land surface (Lai et al., 2016). It has been noted that large-scale land use changes would affect the mean regional climate and increase the risk of climate extremes (De Noblet-Ducoudré et al., 2012; Fall et al., 2010; Mahmood et al., 2008; Teuling et al., 2010). For natural biome changes, China has experienced the greatest decrease in temperate and mixed forests, accounting for 36.6% of the land and another 14.9% losses of gross tropical forests, savanna, grasslands,
and shrublands due to human disturbance (Lawrence & Chase, 2010). However, the latest finding shows that the Earth suffers prominently greening of which China account for a total 25% net increase in green leaf area from 2000 to 2017 mainly attributable to cropland greening (Chen et al., 2019). The increasing imperious surface and decreasing vegetation cover changed regional and local climate by affecting energy, momentum, and matter exchange between land surfaces and the atmosphere (Argüeso et al., 2014; Cao et al., 2016; Feng et al., 2012; Oleson et al., 2015; Ren et al., 2008), leading to typical regional climate anomalies such as the Urban Heat Island and reductions in the local diurnal temperature ranges (DTR; Zhou et al., 2004; Hale et al., 2006, 2008; Luo & Lau, 2017).

The biogeophysical effects of land use changes on climate have higher uncertainty than biogeochemical effects (De Noblet-Ducoudré et al., 2012) and contribute less to the changes of the global radiative forcing than other climate forcings (Rounsevell et al., 2014). Nevertheless, human activities now appropriate nearly one third to one half of global ecosystem production (Foley, 2005), which were partly converted from mid-latitude forests. It would either lead to cooler winter (Govindasamy et al., 2001; Matthews et al., 2003; Roy et al., 2007) or warmer summer (Jeong et al., 2014) by increasing albedo in Northern China. Reforestation and afforestation affect biogeophysical and biogeochemical features of land cover and therefore bring great uncertainties to regional climate. A warmer, drier climate is occurred when facing extensive clearing of tropical forests (Bonan, 2008; Costa & Foley, 2000), whereas cooling effects are expected by increased albedo in the case of the large decrease in temperate and boreal forests (Bonan et al., 1992; Brovkin et al., 2006; Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010). Therefore, land use change effects should be seriously evaluated by integrating with regional climate model such as the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock et al., 2008) to deepen the understanding of changes in albedo, energy partitioning, and turbulent flux exchanges for water and heat, as well as to further improve human capabilities to efficiently mitigate anthropogenic land use impacts.

With the proposal of the International Panel on Climate Change's Fifth Assessment Report (International Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report, 2013), various socioeconomic and emission pathways, the Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) and Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs; Moss et al., 2010; O’Neill et al., 2014, 2017; van Vuuren et al., 2011), involved with new technologies and policies are promoted to strengthen the capabilities of humans to cope with future challenges and adaptations (Hurrut et al., 2011; van Vuuren et al., 2011). Improving the understanding of the relationship between land use and climate dynamics based on global socioeconomic and climatic assumptions plays a crucial role in regional climate monitoring and achieving the global mitigation target. Therefore, tremendous pressures on more reasonable and effective assessment methods to simulate potential effects of anthropogenic land use change on climate are to rise. The combination of global scenarios with regional environmental dynamics provides quantitative interpretations to the top-down global assessments and bottom-up human-environmental interactions across multiple scales (Pielke & Niyogi, 2010). The evaluation of potential anthropogenic land use changes and their regional environmental impacts driven by global sustainable strategies in the long term increases the resilience of managed landscapes and broadens the foresight for city planners and decision makers.

Previous research has examined the impacts of land use changes on regional climate over historical periods (Cao et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2016) as well as the future. These studies are always based on idealized assumptions of possible conversions or fixed indications of land-type changes. The global RCP scenarios have been applied as the driving forces to evaluate the future impacts of global and regional climatic changes caused by specific land use conversions (Table 1). However, these scenarios concerned the impacts of a single land use type such as urbanization (Adams et al., 2015; Chen & Frauenfeld, 2016; Yang et al., 2016) or the relationship between land use and climatic factors without considering the internal driving elements of anthropogenic policies and societal factors. Deng’s group (Deng et al., 2014; Li et al., 2013) have evaluated the future temperature changes that are expected to result from grassland degradation in Inner Mongolia and increased cultivated lands in Northeast China under the RCP6.0 scenario from 2010 to 2050. Ward et al. (2014) also calculated land use-derived emissions and radiative forcing under various RCP scenarios. However, associated socioeconomic activities and climatic policies from the global scenarios are not included and explained in those frameworks.

Hence, to enable the predictive understanding of future climate change, the interactions between land use and climate should be assessed in the context of anthropogenic activities, which can be promoted by the
We construct a framework combining land use data, concerning the socioeconomic and emission factors from the global SSPs and RCPs, and regional climate model to evaluate the possible effects of land use on the regional climate. The comparisons are made among the climatic patterns induced by both historical and future land use changes as well as among the climatic roles of various land use conversions among different scenarios. Meanwhile, the interactions between land use changes and regional climate changes are further revealed with respect to different forcings (the only land use induced and the non–land use induced). The sensitivity of regional climate to multiple societal development and climatic policies is also examined to enhance the understanding of uncertainty and variability of climate related to future policy and management decisions.

2. Model Description and Experimental Design

2.1. Conceptual Framework

To explore the multiple global effects of land use changes on regional climate, a scenario-based framework is designed to examine human policy-induced impacts on land use change and climate in China (Figure 1). Two kinds of models are embedded in the entire simulation process. One is the integrative land use change model (ILUCM), which is constructed and applied in Dong et al. (2018), to assess the anthropogenic land use changes and future distributions due to global impacts. The other one is the mesoscale WRF model that is widely used to simulate interactions among radiation, turbulence, energy fluxes, and the land surface in special consideration of the urban canyon geometry.

Scenarios of land use induced climate changes considering both socioeconomic factors (e.g., population, gross domestic product (GDP), and urbanization levels in SSP2 and SSP5) as well as emission policies (e.g., RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) can be built and realized through this framework. In ILUCM, anthropogenic effects of emission and socioeconomic element interventions are reflected by regional land use changes of urban areas, agricultural areas, natural vegetation, and barren lands. Then, evaluation of corresponding regional climatic impacts is assessed through the WRF model at a finer resolution. In this way, future land use-induced regional variation in temperature, precipitation, heat flux, and evaporation, which highly depends on the land surface properties such as albedo, roughness length, and the leaf area index (LAI), can be captured and evaluated.

2.2. The Integrative Land Use Change Assessment Model

The ILUCM, constructed by the Global Change Assessment Model (GCAM; Kim et al., 2006; Clarke et al., 2007) and the future land use simulation model (FLUS; Li et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017), is adopted in this research to generate spatial future land use data sets under various global socioeconomic and emission scenarios.

Both SSP and RCP pathways are initialized inputs for ILUCM and would be first simulated in GCAM module. Data from SSP scenarios are used to form the future descriptions of demographic, economic, and technological development, while RCP targets are to indicate greenhouse gas (GHG) emission roads by the end of the 21 century. In GCAM, land use demands from 2010 to 2100 would be decided directly by agricultural markets after balancing effects of various policies (e.g., climate policy and energy policy), energy markets, economy levels, and emissions from fossil and industrial and land use on carbon or
GHG prices (Wise & Calvin, 2011). Then various trends of land use area pathways considering corresponding impacts of socioeconomic factors of SSPs or climatic policies of RCPs are generated. Utilizing those land use demands based on artificial neural network (ANN) mechanism-based Cellular Automata framework, FLUS module in ILUCM makes it possible to realize land use downscaling from the qualitative amounts to various spatial distributions concerning top-down and bottom-up interactions of global policies and local environment and suitability of conversions among all land use types. All future land use data sets used in this research are produced by ILUCM and some of them have been described in the study of Dong et al. (2018).

2.3. WRF Model and Observational Data

The WRF model is a mesoscale model for numerical weather forecasting and is a data assimilation system (Skamarock et al., 2008). Maintained and supported as a community model to facilitate the wide use for research and teaching in the academic community, it is suitable for applications across scales ranging from meters to thousands of kilometers (Skamarock et al., 2005). The WRF forecasting model (version 3.9.1) is employed to assess the impacts of global scenarios and land use changes driven by global forcings and to improve resolution of physical process and feedback at regional scales (Chen & Frauenfeld, 2016). Land use and land cover are critically relevant to the selected land surface module in WRF, which is the Noah Land Surface Model (LSM; Chen & Dudhia, 2001) with a single-layer Urban Canopy Model (UCM; Kusaka & Kimura, 2004) in this research. Noah LSM has been applied with the WRF model in multiple studies to evaluate the climatic impacts of vegetation, soil moisture, and agricultural crop changes (Chen et al., 2010; Georgescu et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2009). Furthermore, the UCM can capture complex interactions between urban land surfaces and regional atmospheric processes and provide an efficient tool to simulate local urban thermal anomalies (Argüeso et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2011; Grossman-Clarke et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012).

WRF simulations for both the historical and future periods are performed in a one-way nested domain covering the entirety of China (Figure 2). The domain covers an area with 237 zonal grids and 175 meridional grids using 27-km grid spacing, centering at 36°N and 103°E. The suite of WRF physical parameterizations consists of the WRF Single Moment 3-class microphysics scheme, the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation scheme, the Dudhia shortwave radiation scheme, the MM5 Similarity surface layer scheme, the Yonsei University boundary layer scheme, the Kain-Fritsch cumulus physics scheme, and the Noah LSM with the default single-layer UCM.

Meanwhile, two sets of observational data are included to evaluate simulation performance. The Climate Research Unit Time Series (CRU TS) 3.2.1 data set (Harris et al., 2014) at 0.5-degree grid resolution from 1901 to 2015 is used to assess simulation accuracy and correlations. As CRU TS data have long temporal and extensive spatial coverage but relatively coarse resolution, observations from 2,747 in situ observations in China are also adopted to describe more detailed information (see Figure 2).

2.4. Experiment Design and Validation

To quantify the potential impact of different land use changes on regional climate in China, six experiments are designed with four sets of land use data (Table 2). Three control experiments, CTL_2000_LND_2000, CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000, and CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000, adopt the same historical 2000 land
use data but have different initial and boundary (B/I) conditions as CTL_2000_LND_2000 uses the bias-corrected 20th century, while CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000 and CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000 uses the CMIP5 RCP4.5 forcing and RCP8.5 forcing data (Monaghan et al., 2014), respectively. The climatic condition under RCP4.5 represents a moderate emissions level that stabilizes global radiative forcing at 4.5 W/m² in 2100 without exceeding the limit (Thomson et al., 2011). In contrast, RCP8.5 with very high GHG emissions and no specific climate mitigation target leads to a radiative forcing of 8.5 W/m² at the end of 21 century (Riahi et al., 2011). Additionally, three future experiments including RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45, RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45, and RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 employ three 2,050 land use data sets, which are generated by ILUCM with combinations of SSP2, SSP5, and RCP4.5, RCP8.5 pathways, to carry out climate simulations under B/I conditions of RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively. Detailed descriptions of those future scenarios and land use data sets are shown in section 2.5. The simulation periods span three and a half years from July 1998 to December 2001 for CTL_2000_LND_2000 and from July 2048 to December 2051 for the rest five experiments, taking the first half-year as the spin-up period. The averages of those three years in each experiment are used to represent actual climatic variations in the following discussion.

The evaluation of anthropogenic land use change effects are realized from comparisons among three future scenarios (RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45, RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45, and RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85) and control scenarios (CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000 and CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000) and...
LND_2000) with historical land use distributions from 2000. Various levels of human intervention on regional climate from land use change can be revealed from either socioeconomic or emission aspect. Other than land use impacts, climatic forcing impact, closely related to background B/I conditions adopted in the experiment, is another dominant factor for regional climate and would be explored through comparisons. Significant t tests are conducted for each climatic variation using the common significance level of 0.05 to show the actual significant changes between those scenarios. In all, three kinds of comparisons are implemented in this research:

1. Future climatic effects from land use changes by comparing control experiments (CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000 and CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000) and the three future scenarios (RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45, RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45, and RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85) separately, with groups of experiments using climatic forcing at consistent levels in the 2050s, but different land use distributions; detailed comparisons and results are displayed in sections 3.2 and 3.3.

2. Different climatic roles of various land use conversions among scenarios by comparing the separate land use change fractions to the total land use changed areas and their corresponding temperature changes induced by those various land use types; detailed description in section 3.4.

3. Climatic changes concerning only land use changes or background climatic forcing are compared and analyzed by using differences under RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and control experiments of CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000 and differences between other two CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000, CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000, and CTL_2000_LND_2000 scenarios, which are configured with the concentration variations of atmospheric GHGs and other radiative forcing constituents of two future RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 pathways by 2050 in contrast to the 20th century respectively; detailed comparisons in section 3.4.

The validation is carried out through comparison among WRF simulation with the land use map in 2000 and the two kinds of interpolated observational data as well as their pattern correlation assessment of average climatic variables in 2000 over whole China. As the observations used in the CRU TS data sets are fewer than the in situ data, the interpolated data from the in situ observations are of higher resolution and can highlight hot spots of local climatic change. The validation process uses initial and boundary conditions from the NCEP Final (FNL) analysis data achieved from the Global Forecast System with a 6-hr time interval at 1-degree resolution, which represents the current state of weather conditions well. The data are obtained from the Research Data Archive at the National Center for Atmospheric Research at http://rda.ucar.edu/ data sets /ds083.2/.

2.5. Land Use Datasets and Scenario Descriptions

A total of four land use data sets are used in the experiments. First, a newly aggregated land use map for 2000 is adopted. Since the original land use data of WRF have misclassifications such as overestimations of the urban areas in the Pearl River Delta (PRD; Chang et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014), underestimation of the broad-leaf and needleleaf forests, and misclassification of croplands in southern China (Liu et al., 2003; Situ et al., 2009), we replace the default surface land use with the newly generated 2000 land use map, which aggregates the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) classification product and China Land-Use Monitoring (CLUM) data (Liu et al., 2010, 2014). The CLUM data are from the Chinese Academy of Science, which has more than 20 classes and is a complementary product to the MODIS product. Second, three 2050 land use maps illuminate disparate future land use developments under the comprehensive socioeconomic and emission pathways, which are simulated with six land use types (crop, urban, forest, shrub, grass, and other) by the ILUCM. To be consistent with the classes of the land surface model in WRF, land use from other sources should be harmonized and reclassified into the MODIS IGBP classification system, as shown in Table S1 in the supporting information.

We adopted the inverse distance weighting method, as suggested by (Lawrence & Chase, 2010), combined with present land cover data to realize the subdivision of classes, namely, the land use classes from the ILUCM simulation and the MODIS IGBP classes. In this research, we did not concern the effects of water management practices (e.g., irrigation) and inner land use emissions on land surface characters. Therefore, rather than focusing only on changes in the radiative properties of the land surface, our
experiments will also examine the energy and water exchanges between the surface and the atmosphere, which closely related to biogeophysical properties such as albedo, LAI, and surface roughness \( Z_0 \).

Three future land use scenarios are combined by two representative socioeconomic pathways (SSP2 and SSP5) and two core emission pathways (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). From previous research, land use data sets under those scenarios show significant characters of policy-induced impacts and differ largely in their spatial distributions (Dong et al., 2018). SSP2 represents a middle of the developing road and continuation of current trends in global socioeconomic development (O’Neill et al., 2014; van Vuuren et al., 2014). SSP5 denotes a scenario where countries put full focus on economic development, regardless of the environmental consequences (Dellink et al., 2017). SSP2 and SSP5 are comparable to evaluate distinctive land use-induced climate change due to the rapid economic growth and accompanying rising fossil fuel consumption in developing countries including China. To highlight the impacts due to climate mitigation policies, SSP5 is chosen as the same socioeconomic path to combine with those emission scenarios of RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 for comparisons. RCP 4.5 and 8.5 with significant difference in global radiative forcing levels result in different CO2 concentration pathways to the end of the century. RCP8.5 with no explicit climate policy in emission mitigation pathway resulting in very high GHG emissions to more than 900 ppm is compared to RCP4.5, which adopt moderate carbon pricing policy as well as other technological changes stabilizing GHG emissions to about 550 ppm by 2100 (Brovkin et al., 2013). Socioeconomic factors such as the population, GDP, and urbanization ratio in SSP2 and SSP5 are shown in Figure 3a. The rapid increase of the national GDP and urbanization level under SSP5 makes urban and built-up areas of RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 increase faster compared to those of S2_2050 at the expense of cropland areas (Figure 3c). With the same socioeconomic levels as SSP5, RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 orienting to a moderate emission target of 4.5 W/m² in 2100 (Figure 3b) is found to have a gain in forest areas but a larger loss of grassland areas than those of RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 scenario, which gets reductions in both forest and grass areas and reaches to an extreme high radiative forcing of 8.5 W/m² in 2100 compared to the historical 2000 land use and climate conditions.

Spatial changes associated with the differences between each of the three future scenarios and the historical 2000 land use are presented in Figure 4, wherein some of the most noticeable expansion and shrinkage parts of land use types are indicated. These illustrate the possibilities of land use conditions after decadal interactions among land use and human activities and are far from idealized assumptions with land use changes at fixed locations. Dominant differences between land use of RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 and RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 are changes in urban areas and croplands as a result of socioeconomic drivers, whereas RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 exhibit the most distinguishable difference in the degree of forest expansion and grass degradation since RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 adopts a more powerful emission policy to obtain its mitigation target. Thus, the comparisons among land use changes under socioeconomic and emission scenarios enable a systematic investigation of human intervention on multiple land use types and their climatic impacts, as discussed in the following sections.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Model Evaluation

Previous research has shown that WRF performs well in regional climate simulations (Argüeso et al., 2014; Chen & Frauenfeld, 2016; Feng et al., 2012). Here we use both the CRU TS data and in situ observations to compare to the simulation results. Two meteorological parameters, the annual average air temperature at 2 m above the ground (T2) and the accumulated precipitation in summer (June to August) and winter (December to February) season of 2000, are examined (Figure 5). Also, pattern correlations are calculated with those three kinds of data for the area average temperature and precipitation in 2000 for the whole China to examine their similarity and differences.

Summer temperature from the simulation has pattern correlation coefficients of 0.96 and 0.84 with those from the CRU TS and the interpolated station data respectively, while the correlations for winter temperature are 0.96 and 0.91. As a whole, precipitation simulations indicate more bias than temperature, and the correlation coefficients are 0.77 and 0.74 in summer and 0.56 and 0.58 in winter. All correlation coefficients are statistically significant at the 99.9% confidence level. Larger biases in precipitation such as winter
underestimations in southeast and overestimations in southwest China may be attributed to the low level of precipitation amounts during dry season (Wang & Chen, 2014) and the convective and microphysical parameterization schemes (Chen & Frauenfeld, 2014a). Those validation results are comparable to those of Chen and Frauenfeld (2016). Overall, the agreement of WRF simulation with the two kinds of observational data sets demonstrates that the WRF model and its parameterizations capture the overall meteorological patterns well and are applicable to regional climate simulations. It is noticeable that relative large uncertainties exist for changes over the Tibetan Plateau because of few observations in that region, which could also account for the degrade performance of pattern correlation.

Figure 3. (a) The population (unit: ten million), gross domestic product (unit: trillion US$2005/year), and urbanization fraction (unit: %) trends in China under SSP2 and SSP5 scenarios and the global radiative forcing (W/m²) under the three future scenarios (RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45, RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45, and RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85) from 2010 to 2100. (b) The different amounts of four land use types (the mixed forest, croplands, urban and built-up, and grasslands) among four land use data sets of the experiments, unit: thousand km².

Figure 4. Examples of differences of cropland, urban and built-up, mixed forest and grassland distributions between land use data sets of (a) RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 and CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000, (b) RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000, and (c) RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 and CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000 experiments with pixels in grey representing decreases and other colors representing increases under the future scenarios. Specific locations of these examples in China are shown in Figure S1.
3.2. Future Land Use Impacts on Regional Climate
3.2.1. Socioeconomic Scenarios
3.2.1.1. (a) Land Use Changes and Effects on Meteorology

The most remarkable characteristic of the socioeconomic scenarios is the change in urban areas influenced by the population and GDP levels, which are proportional to the expansion speed of urbanization. Driven by SSP5 and SSP2, land use of RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 in China are both going to higher urbanization degree but less crop distribution around urbanized areas compared to 2000 land use of CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000 (Figure 6). Urbanization proportion is the larger in RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 than that in RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 as SSP5 scenario is under a higher developing speed. Desertification over north-western China occurs both in those two future socioeconomic scenarios compared to the condition of 2000. The most rapid increases of urbanization are concentrated in the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) and following the PRD and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) regions. Croplands expand along the boundary of the mixing zones for grasslands and the croplands from northeast to southwest Heihe-Tengchong line at the expense of grasslands under both RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 and RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 scenarios. Also, compared to the 2000 land use of CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000, the overall conversions of future land use in 2050s demonstrate more mixing and fragmented trends. In general, the two future socioeconomic scenarios generate consistent land use patterns but different conversion areas among various land use types due to differences in their level of social and economic development.

Accordingly, differences of 2-m air temperature and precipitation between each of the two socioeconomic scenarios and CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000 are uniquely affected by the land use changes, which exhibit similar spatial patterns (Figure 7). In general, the two land use changes under various socioeconomic development levels of RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 and RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 both induce overall
climate warming in China compared to 2000 land use in CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000. RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 produces a larger maximum daily temperature ($T_{\text{max}}$) increase of 0.14°C but a smaller minimum daily temperature ($T_{\text{min}}$) rising of 0.13°C than temperature changes under RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 by 2050 (Figure S5). This quantitative results are comparable to that of Lin et al. (2016), which also found urban-induced warming in YRD, PRD, and BTH regions. However, land use change of RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 enhances average rainfall intensity of 0.11 mm/day, which is slightly more than RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 by 0.05 mm/day, compared to 2000 land use conditions of CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000. Therefore, the anthropogenic impacts of land use changes under the socioeconomic pathways driven by the population and the GDP levels of SSP5 and SSP2 would lead to a whole hotter and wetter climate in China by 2050.

Urbanization plays a decisive role in the heating processes with much different levels. Due to the large fraction of urbanization in the YRD, PRD, and BTH regions under RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45, temperature increases significantly in summer with large areas passing $t$ tests, whereas in winter only YRD and PRD have some areas with obvious warming effects. These findings partly agree with published results (Chen & Frauenfeld, 2016; Feng et al., 2012). A smaller increase in $T_{\text{min}}$ and a larger increase in $T_{\text{max}}$ under RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 leads to an overall larger DTR than those of RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45,
which undergoes lower level of urbanization, indicating that the nighttime heat release outweighs daytime heating arises from increased night surface heating and decreased evaporation by seasonal changes of vegetation and drier soil. Moreover, land use changes over northern China near the Inner Mongolia Province also promote summer warming, which is linked to forest and cropland extension over temperate and arid areas. In contrast, a cooler and wetter summer are found in the south and northeast China under both the RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 and RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 scenarios, mitigating the predominantly heating trends of urban areas. This is due to the extension of forests and shrublands converted from savannas and croplands.

3.2.1.2. (b) Geophysical Changes and Surface Heat Flux

The energy partitioning processes and change patterns caused by land use changes are almost the same except for over urbanization regions. Albedo shows opposite signals to LAI, which experiences a large increase in northeast and southern China as a result of the extension of forests and croplands in replacement from savannas and grasslands (Figure 8a). Latent heat flux (LHF) changes are consistent with LAI variation in southern China (Figure 8d) due to obvious natural vegetation conversions of savannas to forest and shrubs and increased evaporation under the warm and humid climate in tropical and subtropical zones. Urbanization areas show consistent change directions with albedo variations (Figure. 8b). Also, the albedo-driven sensible heat flux (SHF) changes show significant increases in YRD, PRD, and BTH regions, resulting in significant decreases in LHF and evaporation especially in RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 (Figure S2). Therefore, more obvious increased surface absorbed radiation of shortwave downward radiation (SWDOWN) greatly warms the surface air and increases summer temperature. As quantity changes of longwave downward radiation at surface (GLW) is small, total land surface radiation changes would be mainly affected by changes of SWDOWN and are in opposite symbols with humidity changes, showing a stronger decrease over southwestern China in RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 because of more water vapor rising into the air (Figure 8b and S2b).

3.2.2. Emission Scenarios

3.2.2.1. (a) Land Use Changes and Effects on Meteorology

Land use distributions of the two emissions scenarios with different radiative forcing targets (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) are used to estimate possible climatic influences of climate mitigation policies. From the definition of the scenario (van Vuuren et al., 2011) and the adopted climate policy (universal carbon tax; see Wise et al., 2009), emission scenarios differ distinctively from the socioeconomic scenarios with the majority conversions of land use changes occurring between forests and other types as the rising carbon tax is beneficial to the forests and can improve the land capability for carbon storage. Urbanization under a rapid population and GDP development road of SSP5 determines that urban areas expand at fast speeds and demonstrate parallel spreading patterns at expense of croplands under both RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 (Figure 9). Compared to the historical 2000 land use data set, land use under the emission scenario of RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 applied climate mitigation policies and shows higher density of forestlands which arises in south, southwest, and northeast China. Cropland and shrub encroachment of grasslands occurs surrounding the mixing zone of grasslands and croplands along the northern Heihe-Tengchong line.

Due to differences in mitigation measures taken by these two emission scenarios, temperature, and precipitation under land use changes of RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 get warmer and wetter, while land use changes of RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 without any specific climate policy unexpectedly leads to slight increases and even decrease in summer temperature change (Figure 10a). Though RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 indicates an overall small gains in $T_{avg}$ of 0.01°C compared to land use-induced impact from 2000, it exhibits extensive cooling effects over large parts of China but small warming over urbanization regions. Land-use of RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 with a similar urbanization level shows significant opposite symbols with RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 in southwest to north-central China. In this way, an overall increase of 0.09°C in summer temperature under RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 illustrates that warming effects over YRD, southern Inner Mongolia, and Gansu regions outweigh cooling effects over northeast and southern China. To the contrary, dominant cooling plays a decisive role in decreasing the average summer temperature to 0.09°C in RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85. However, winter temperature changes over the two emission scenarios display consistent changes due to lower atmospheric temperature and weaker vegetation activities during winter.
The summer precipitation under RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 has a stronger intensity of 0.13 mm/day rising than that under RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 as amount of forest increases in land use of RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 but decreases in RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 from 2000 land use (Figure 10b), indicating the positive role of reforestation in reducing the moisture loss into the atmosphere in the hot environment especially over northeast China. The effects on winter precipitation under two emission scenarios are almost the same in change patterns and make negligible contribution in the total precipitation change amounts.

3.2.2.2. (b) Geophysical Changes and Surface Heat Flux

With a significant difference in climatic forcing and B/I conditions between RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85, anthropogenic influences of the climatic policy-induced land use changes on regional climate is not only relevant to land properties such as LAI and albedo but also closed related to the background climate (Figure 11). Similar to the previous socioeconomic groups, LAI and albedo still show inverse trends but uniform spatial distributions due to the higher water content associated with

"Figure 8. The differences in the average (a) leaf area index (LAI), (b) albedo, (c) sensible heat flux, (d) latent heat flux, (e) longwave downward radiation at surface (GLW), and (f) shortwave downward radiation at ground surface (SWDOWN) between (1) RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 and CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000 and (2) RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000 during summer. Regions with dots mean variations that have passed the significant t tests (p<0.05)."
lower albedo in summer (Figure 11a and 11b). However, summer temperature changes induced by land use changes of RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 present slight larger increase in LHF over temperate zones from 27 to 40N with similar land use conversions of grasslands to croplands and forests. This would mainly contribute to the differences of background temperature under RCP8.5 and RCP4.5 as RCP8.5 with high GHG emission warms the whole atmospheric temperature and thus largely promote evaporations rates and LHF to cool the temperate zones (Figure 11d and S3). Zeng et al. (2017) also found that LAI-induced cooling from local vegetation could be masked under strong background climate circulations in East Asia. Under RCP8.5 conditions, Smith et al. (2017) indicated that increased evaporation and LHF would result in a small global cooling of 0.05°C. Additionally, stronger summer cooling occurs under RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 over southern China with corresponding large decrease in albedo and SFH resulted from land use conversions from grasslands to forests and shrubs (Figure 11b and 11c). GLW differences have similar characteristics with those of air temperature changes, while SWDOWN are closely correlated to water vapor and evaporation differences (Figure 11e and 11f).

Although evaporation is higher under RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85, extreme background climate decreases summer precipitation in North China plain and northeast China and further strengthens precipitation over southern tropical and subtropical regions, causing a particular lower precipitation rising

Figure 9. The land use distributions of (a) CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000/CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000, (b) RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45, and (c) RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85.

Figure 10. The differences in the average (a) 2-m temperature and (b) precipitation between (1) RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000 and (2) RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 and CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000 during summer (June-July-August [JJA]) and winter (December-January-February [DJF]). Regions with dots mean variations that have passed the significant t tests (p<0.05).
compared to changes brought by RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 (Figure S3). Urbanized regions subjected to outstanding decreases in LHF and increase in SHF changes demonstrate parallel reduction in summer precipitation and humidity (Figure S3b).

3.3. Comparison Among Impacts From Various Land Use Conversions and From Global Forcing

Net summer temperature changes induced by total land use area changes are extracted following the merged seven types (forest, shrub, grass, crop, urban, barren, and other) through the spatial statistics of temperature over those land use changed grids among those three groups of future experiments during summer (Figure 12a). Meanwhile, summer temperature change ratio per grid are calculated based on temperature changes occurring at each grid and each land use conversion from 2000 to 2050 to examine sensitivity and quantitative impacts of various land use changes to regional and local climate (Figure 12b). As the land

Figure 11. The differences in the average (a) leaf area index (LAI), (b) albedo, (c) sensible heat flux, (d) latent heat flux, (e) longwave downward radiation at surface (GLW), and (f) shortwave downward radiation at ground surface (SWDOWN) between (1) RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000 and (2) RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 and CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000 during summer. Regions with dots mean variations that have passed the significant t tests (p<0.05).
It is found that net land use changes are in similar direction among three groups except for forest changes under RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85, which shows a decreased amount compared to 2000 land use. Meanwhile, net summer temperature changes of all land use type except for urban in RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 demonstrate cooling effects (Figure 12a). With few protective activities for forest growth, the high rate of economic development and extensive fossil fuel consumption in RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 result in a large reduction of forest converted to crop and grass. Extreme background forcing conditions increase total vegetation evaporation and LHF, thus cooling the surface. Corresponding temperature change ratios induced by land use change in RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 also differs much with the rest two in the opposite change directions of forest, shrub, grass, crop, and barren lands with a similar reason (Figure 12b). Changes in RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 and RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 have very consistent trends in all land use types but small differences in quantities of crop and urban lands, which come from their distinctive socioeconomic pathways adopted. Similarly, temperature change ratio caused by conversions from crop to urban, the most effective warming inducer followed by shrub to grass and barren to grass, is the higher in RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 than in RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 (Figure 12b). Greater degree of urbanization and socioeconomic development make significant contribution to land use conversions, which cools barren lands in RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 when it has the same amount of changed barren with that in RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45. Among vegetation conversions, grass to forest brings the most obvious cooling while shrub to grass heats the land surface most. Therefore, it is hard to compare sensitivity of land use conversions in RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 group with other two groups. It is interesting to note that

**Figure 12.** (a) Comparisons of net land-use change grids (unit: grid with 0.25-degree resolution) and their corresponding net summer temperature changes (unit: °C) over these areas of each land-use type (forest, shrub, grass, crop, urban, and barren) and (b) land use conversion induced summer temperature changes per grid among these six land use types from 2000 to 2050 under (1) RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 and CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000, (2) RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000, and (3) RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 and CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000. Temperatures in red are change from grids of each land-use type that keep the same in 2000 and 2050.
temperature over those land use unchanged grids demonstrate evident warming in RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 and RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 but cooling in RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 (change ratios in red in Figure 12b), indicating that land use changes affect temperature over the local areas and even their surrounding areas such as the noticed rural warming around the urbanization expansion process.

As illustrated in Table 3, impacts from climatic forcing are much stronger than those from land use changes. Comparisons among two socioeconomic scenario groups of RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 and RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 observe increases in the $\Delta T_{\text{avg}}$ of a same 0.14°C and slight larger DTR occurs in the RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 with higher increase in $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ and lower increase in $\Delta T_{\text{min}}$. This is much smaller than the increase of 0.6–0.8°C reported in previous research (L. Chen & Frauenfeld, 2016), which only considered urbanization effects. The total $\Delta T_{\text{avg}}$ under RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45, calculated from the total of land use change (0.14°C) and the climatic forcing (0.14°C), exhibits temperature change in 2050 would reach an average of 1.41°C higher than those in 2000 and increases at an annual rate of 0.028°C. This is comparable to the results of Chen and Frauenfeld (2014b) and Wang and Chen (2014), which are also related to future temperature changes in China driven by various RCP forcing data from the CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012) and the annual warming rates were assessed approximately 0.03 and 0.027°C, respectively, under RCP4.5 global forcing scenario. Climatic forcing of RCP8.5 causing completely greater warming in both $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ and $\Delta T_{\text{min}}$ than that by RCP45 results in slight warming and even cooling effects from land use changes of RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85. Precipitation enhanced by climatic forcing is twice or larger than that enhanced by land use changes, which would lead to a drier climate both due to extensive urbanization of RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 and climatic policies of RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85. The heterogeneity and outstanding temperature change differences in local climate among specific regions such as eastern China, the Northeast China Plain, and South China (Figure S5) indicate that further detailed land use downscaling and delineation of climatic effect boundaries are urgently needed.

The significances in temperature differences under climatic forcing impacts almost spread the whole China and for most areas in precipitation differences, manifesting the strong regional effects caused by climatic forcing (Figure 13). Compared to land use change-induced seasonal temperature and precipitation in RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45 (Figure 13, left), which displays a similar quantitative pattern with the other two future scenarios, global climatic forcing impacts under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 condition (Figure 13, middle and right) both result in much warmer and wetter climate in China due to the rise of the global GHG concentration and other climatic variables for the initial and boundary conditions (details in https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds316.1/). In addition, the variations of temperature and precipitation under climatic forcing impacts are more homogeneously distributed across space than land use induced effects, such as uniformed warming in temperature changes as well as spatial continuous amplified rainfall. The seasonal changes in temperature under influences of global climatic forcing would lead to remarkable extremes over the northeast and the Tibet Plateau, which are closely related to the increase in snow cover during winter.

The differences in climatic changes caused by the global climatic forcing other than land use can be further revealed by examining the process of energy and water exchanges (Figure S6 and S7). LHF that is dominated by comprehensive temperature and evaporation shows noticeable enhancement in the northeast to southern part of China due to strong warming from background climate. Albedo and

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact factor</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{avg}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta P_{\text{avg}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land-use change from 2050 SSP2&amp;RC45 to 2000 (RCP45_2050_LND_S2_RCP45-CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land-use change from 2050 SSP5&amp;RC45 to 2000 (RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45-CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land-use change from 2050 SSP5&amp;RC85 to 2000 (RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85-CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climatic forcing from RCP45 to CMIP 20th century (CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000-CTL_2000_LND_2000)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climatic forcing from RCP85 to CMIP 20th century (CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000-CTL_2000_LND_2000)</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CMIP, Coupled Model Intercomparison Project; RCP, Representative Concentration Pathway; SSP, Shared Socioeconomic Pathway.
SHF relevant to surface properties exhibit smaller differences than LHF. As a whole, both evaporation and humidity show great increases stimulated by the intensive precipitation, especially in summer, corresponding to the increase in the LHF over northeast China and the North China Plain.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we evaluate the effects of anthropogenic land use changes on climate in China under various socioeconomic and emission scenarios by WRF simulation considering different land use data sets. Three control scenarios of CTL_2000_LND_2000, CTL_RCP45_2050_LND_2000, and CTL_RCP85_2050_LND_2000 with historical land use of 2000, and three future 2050 scenarios combining SSP2, SSP5, and RCP4.5, RCP8.5 pathways are compared and analyzed in three ways. First, the variations in the near
surface air temperature dominated by urbanization under socioeconomic scenarios of RCP45_2050_LND_S5_RCP45 demonstrate significant increases in both T_{min} and T_{max} and DTR originated from the warming effect of albedo and SHF changes. Second, the emission scenarios of RCP85_2050_LND_S5_RCP85 affected by the prominent urbanization and deforestation but suffering extreme high background warming indicate the lowest rising of T_{max} and T_{ave}, which are resulted from enhanced cooling of increased evaporation and LHF overperforming warming of decreased albedo and SHF under the high RCP level. This finding is rarely be simulated and consistent with research of (Smith et al., 2017), which illustrated a small global cooling impact because of increased evaporation and LHF from surface. Temperature changes under the RCP4.5 scenario lead to a total increase of 1.41°C by 2050 at an annual rate of 0.028°C, consistent with the results of Chen and Frauenfeld (2014) and Wang and Chen (2014). Precipitation changes get toward drier climate with land use changes of more extensive urbanization and higher RCP effects in three future scenarios, displaying similar spatial patterns with a remarkable increase in south China and a decrease along the Heihe-Tengchong line adjacent to the crop-lands and grass conversion boundary during summer. Finally, with only climatic forcing, extreme high GHG emission and deeper disturbance to the precipitation pose greatly amplified effects on regional climate toward a warmer and wetter regime.

Besides the improvement in resolution, the combinations of SSP and RCP scenario in this research, considering effects of both emissions and diverse social development, for example, economic development and population growth, provide new ways to assess not only emissions but also societal impacts on global climate and environment change. Assessments only under RCPs could find regional changes under various global target pathways but without considering interactions between human society and environment, which can also be transferred to changes of surrounding environment. By contrast, with SSP scenarios different socioeconomic development for specific regions can be assembled with RCP targets to extend more comprehensive assumptions on anthropogenic impacts. In this research, we provide an integrated example on connections between land use changes (e.g., urbanization and forests) caused by divergent SSPs and RCPs and regional climate simulation to estimate potential regional climate variations under multiple anthropogenic forces.

However, the sensitivities of the simulated climate factors depend on the model mechanisms and parameters derived from the historical data such as albedo and LAI from the remote sensing images (Chen et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014). The assessment of regional climate responses requires promotion by utilizing finer and more accurate surface property data and observation data to assist the revelation of small-scale environmental changes. Additionally, improved understanding of the relationship between the land surface and atmosphere would be achieved by coupling the land and atmosphere modules in a dynamic way at a finer time scale to explore the detailed interactions underlying subsurface components and processes.
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